
Better FIT

SELECTFIT G2

Greater Selection



SELECTFIT features a die cast heat sink maximizing passive thermal 

management for high max ambient temperatures.  The operating 

range is -40°F to 113°F (-40°C to 45°C) on all models and IC rating 

on most models.  All models feature Wet location and certified air-tight 

ratings for maximum adaptability.  Proprietary spring action clips 

enable direct installation in 1/2" to 2" ceiling thicknesses and field 

accessibility below the ceiling for easy install and service.

A smooth and uniform lighting distribution, offered with an LED 

binning within 3 SDCM maximum, in minimum 90 CRI, with 

calculated L70 of 100,000hrs+ for impeccable uniformity and 

incredible color rendering over the life of the SELECTFIT fixture. 

SELECTFIT G2 from GREEN CREATIVE brings greater flexibility to your retrofit project or new construction application 

while maintaining the excellent performance and quality. With a total of 180 field installable SKUs packed in only 6 product SKUs, 

this new and improved lighting family still offers integrated CCT and lumen output selections. For additional flexibility, the 

SELECTFIT G2 series now features DualDim technology and a full set of accessories.
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DIMMABLE

120V0-10V

DIMMABLE

All SELECTFIT products are suitable for 120-277V input and 

feature our DualDim technology allowing the luminaire to be 

dimmed with either 120V TRIAC/ELV or 0-10V controls. Taking 

the guesswork out of auditing an existing space and providing 

optimal flexibility while minimizing un-expected installation 

issues in the field. Whether your project is residential, commercial, 

mixed-use, new construction or remodel, SELECTFIT will FIT.

Get the right amount of light with SELECTFIT still powered by 

SelectDrive technology. Choose from Low, Medium or High 

light outputs. With just the flip of switch, ensure that every 

space has just the right amount of light from 600lm to 5000lm.

Utilizing our SelectKelvin technology, select the CCT before, 

during, or after installation with just the flip of a switch. Choose 

from 2700/3000/3500/4000/5000K CCTs to customize any 

application and set the right atmosphere for your space.

More Integrated CCT and Lumen Options

Ready For Any Dimming Protocol



With SELECTFIT you can get the right amount of light for any project. Ranging from 600lm to 4,500lm, SELECTFIT will 

fill any existing space. The 6" and 8" are now offered in high output versions perfectly suited for high ceilings, such as 

auditorium, atrium, lobby, mall, theater, cinema, hallway, train station, airport and so on. The long lifetime and superior 

heat dissipation, on IC or non-IC rating models, will ensure you a maintenance free installation with a fast ROI and 

exceptionally long lifetime.

SELECTFIT also offers tool-less field-installable accessories to give designers more options. The clear trim insert, wall 

washer, and medium Fresnel optic allow you to redesign the lighting layout according to the demands of the space. 

Whether you need to alter a beam angle, highlight artwork on a wall, match existing layout or optimize distribution 

across your application, the SELECTFIT has an attachment that can help you meet your goals.

Height

10'

20'

30'

40'

Office spaces, mixed-used spaces, 

condominium, agencies...

Lobby, auditorium, theater, atrium,  

schools, university…

Shops, shopping malls, cinemas, 

airport, train stations...

Hotel, casinos, restaurant, 

multi-family, hospitals, clinics...

SLFT4

SLFT6

900lm

2,100lm

4,500lm

2,900lm

4,200lm

SLFT8

SLFT6HO

SLFT9.5
SLFT8HO

Medium OpticWall WashClear Insert

1,650lm

Specify Further With Additional Accessories

Medium Beam

60-70°

S/MH 1.0

A Solution For Any Ceiling Height
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